Southwest Area Monthly Outlook
May 2016
WEATHER FACTORS AND OUTLOOK:
Drought Conditions: As of May 3rd, the U.S. Drought Monitor indicated an expanding area of
moderate drought across the southern half of Arizona into the southwestern half or so of New
Mexico. The majority of the remainder of both Arizona and New Mexico has abnormally dry
conditions while much of west Texas has no to minimal drought at present. The U.S. Seasonal
Drought Outlook released April 30th predicts that the present drought across much of the western
1/2 or so of the region will continue to expand between now and the end of July 2016 while the
eastern fringe of the present moderate drought area is expected to experience drought removal.
Precipitation Anomalies and Outlook: Precipitation for the month was all over the board
across the region. Areas of Above to well Above Normal included far western Arizona, areas of
northern Arizona, much of the western half of New Mexico and the northeastern plains areas.
Drier areas included south-central Arizona, southeastern Arizona into southwestern New Mexico,
and the mountain areas of southern New Mexico into the adjacent plains region. The latest CPC
climate outlook depicts Above Normal chances for precipitation across the entire region,
especially the northern third of Arizona. Predictive Services does not agree with this forecast and
perceives Above Normal precipitation to be most likely across the eastern plains and the northern
sections of Arizona into the Four Corners.
Temperature Anomalies and Outlook: Much of April saw average high temperatures generally
running from 1-4 degrees Below Normal across the region. The latest CPC climate outlook
forecasts Below Normal high temperatures nearly area-wide for May, especially across New
Mexico. Southwest Area Predictive Services generally agrees with this forecast as the anticipated
active weather pattern should lead to predominantly Below Normal temperatures, although it’s
quite possible that the month could turn out to be slightly below to near normal across much of
the region, with milder conditions generally east of the divide.
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Normal Fire Potential overall, but with Above Normal significant fire potential
across much of the southern half of Arizona into southwestern New Mexico.
Significant fire activity typically picks up during May coincident with warmer
temperatures and longer daylight hours. However, this month an overall cooler
weather pattern is anticipated via an active storm track from the eastern Pacific with
semi-frequent storm systems. These systems will likely not be big precipitation
producers but will provide periods of cooler temperatures and breezy/windy
conditions. Some precipitation is most likely across the north and the east. Any
upticks in significant fire potential will more than likely be associated with periods of
drying and warming in the southern lowland deserts areas overall coincident with
breezy to windy conditions.
May normally coincides with a significant uptick in prescribed burning due to longer
daytime periods and warmer/milder weather. The main obstacles to burning will be
periods of active weather and variable fuel conditions. This month could provide
some opportunities but an eye to the weather is critical as there will be cooler and
potentially wetter periods of weather.
None.

